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About This Game
Multiplayer virtual reality combat for the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive
Valiant is a medieval combat game that thrusts you into multiplayer team battles. Plan your attack strategy with your teammates
before charging the enemy with melee and ranged weapons.
Features:

Multiplayer mounted combat with medieval ranged and melee weapons
Dedicated servers with five versus five online team battles
Leaderboards to compare your skills against other players
Full ingame positional VoIP to strategize with teammates or demoralize opponents
3D HRTF positional audio for an exciting and realistic audio experience]
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Title: Valiant
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Offpeak Games
Publisher:
Offpeak Games
Release Date: 2 May, 2016
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Abandoned by the devs, and they have also taken down the multiplayer servers.... Great game. Like being in mount and blade
but with motion controls. Real fun taking people out. Its the best VR multiplayer game for me. I have no microphone but fun
listening to your enemies as you take them out. Highly recommended. Early access for a reason, can't wait to experience it when
it has a much bigger community (playing against bots is easy and boring). Valiant was very good and could have become great,
pity it no longer exists. Even early stages this game is fantastic. Pretty solid controls, Great immersive experience. The only
problem is no one ever plays the multi-player (very surprsising) because that's the entire point of the game :\/
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Could have been something really cool. Even though It was pretty motion sickness inducing. They shut down the servers in
summer 2017. Where are all the players? Nicely looking game even in this early stage! Playing againts AI is boring, hope more
players will come!. This game is a ton of fun. There's nothing quite like the rush of the charge, and driving your sword through
an opponent's skull.
Recommended!. Grate game. I'm going to injoy watching this game grow to it's full potential. for those of you that get motion
sickness play ADR1FT (don't get sick) and come back and play. no more motion sickness for me and thats all games.. I have
played alot of early access Vive games in the last few days. This is one of the best hands down. It includes multiplayer which is
awesome(although given the current market penetration of these devices, I've never seen more than a couple of people in a game
at a time). However, it is fast paced, realistic and fun. It is in the same vein as the Mount and Blade series if that were boiled
down to an arcade medieval combat sim. Must buy for those early adopters of the vive.. fun game but need to add more wepone
and character class and more soldiers
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